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Creative Material Attention! Codes and links are available after the collaboration between the selected space and the program begins. Choice: Descending eCPC's ascendant eCPC Dynamic ads shows users ads with Aliexpress products based on their behavior in AliExpress.com and content of your site. In addition, the user only sees ads with products they
are interested in. This targeting helps increase the number of clicks on your ads and therefore your salary. More information about this tool can be found at the Relief Centre. No promotional material was found. Try changing your search terms. Widget Dynamic Ads Banners Program Stats Products Attention! To download the product catalog, start
collaborating with this advertiser. On this page you can download the advertiser's product catalog. Links to the product have been replaced by deeplink, and the time of the last product change has been added. Products available: Updated by Advertiser: Sort by: Landing Attention! Codes and links are available after the collaboration between the selected
space and the program begins. This section provides a ranking of the landing pages for this affiliate program. Here you can view and compare the characteristics of the average cost of a click and convert different landing pages, as well as get their links. The program does not yet have landing pages landing pages are on the way, at the moment you can use
other promotional materials. Description of the program Why recognize? Detailed statistics and useful tools, express payments without additional overheads, a variety of affiliate programs, Trust 752030 publishers, etc. This affiliate program is part of the network recognize to start collaborating with the program and make money, first need to register in the
system. Starting to collaborate with Aliexpress WW Aliexpress is one of the largest online stores in the world, offering its customers low prices as well as the option of choosing from more than a hundred million products, from two hundred thousand sellers, over twenty forms of payment and delivery to more than 200 countries. Benefits for Partners:
Confirmation of more than 90% of the global fame of the GEO Global Free/Cheap Shipping brand accepts all major payment cards. Benefits for users: more than 100 million products. More than 200,000 sellers. Low Prices Free Shipping for virtually all products in more than 200 countries and regions Over 20 payment methods. Protection guarantees Secure
transactions until the customer confirms the delivery of Help Center 24/7 Multilingual Site Rates As of September 10, 2020, new commission rules for orders shipped worldwide (excluding CIS countries) will take effect in AliExpress WW. The changes affect Partners with the following types of traffic: cashback services, browser extensions, drop-off sites, and
subnets: 1. Partners working with the above-mentioned traffic sources will no longer receive commissions for non-affective products. In addition, the statistics will not show orders with non-afbly products. Recommendations on how to check product ownership are below in the program description. 2. Cashback Services and Browser Extension: Commission
rates for orders placed by new buyers will increase for the following categories: Interior Accessories NEW 10.30% Garden delivers the new 10.30% women's clothing NEW 10. 30% Men's Clothing NEW 10.30% Children's Clothing NEW 10.30% Mobile Phone Accessories NEW 10.30% All other categories NEW 8.30% 00% Mobile Phone NEW 3.40%
Computer peripherals NEW 3.30. 40% Tablets NEW 3.40% Desktop NEW 3.40% Laptop netbooks NEW 3.40% Home Audio VIDEO Equipment NEW 3.40% External Storage NEW 3.40% Internal Storage NEW 3.40% - Increase order placed by new customer, may not exceed $4 on the reward of an ordinary customer. 3. Dropshipping Sites: Orders will only
be tracked if the product has been purchased through an affiliate link leading to this exact product page or another product page in the same store. The increase in the commission for hot products will be abolished. 4. Subnets (group of partners working with the account): The increase in the commission for hot products will be abolished. 5. All partners except
dropshipping who promote individual products will receive priority in appropriating. 6. The store order fee included in this list will be paid at a rate of 0.75% for all types of partners. Note that the definition of affiliate traffic type will be based on the type of traffic and URL of the advertising space that affiliate indicates when requesting the program. AliExpress's
traffic management department can check the Affiliate Group within 3-5 days with the approval of the application to cooperate with the AliExpress WW program. Higher tariffs on popular products, as well as commissions for non-ablated products, will not be available to Affiliate during this period. If you want to work with the AliExpress partner program using a
multi-prophyhes login traffic, which may include cashback, dropshipping, or browser extension, contact our support group by creating a ticket or inform your personal manager. The rules of the commission on orders from CIS countries (Russia, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Moldova, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan)
will remain the same as they are now. Commission rules for all partners, with the exception of cashback, browser extensions, dropshipping sites, and subnets, will also remain the same.   Type of Traffic Other types of traffic Cashback / Dropshipping Browser Expanding Subnet Affiliate Product Rate (new buyer) unchanged 3.40% -8.00% -10.30% (increase
has a cap $4) unchanged Unchanging product rate 0% 0% 0% increase in commission for hot products, if not prioritizing attribution when promoting priority individual products when promoting individual products only store orders to which you have taken the priority of affiliate communication when promoting individual products for partners with all kinds of
traffic (except dropshipping sites) for affiliated products and for partners with other types of traffic for non-aculent products, commission rates for all orders, Supplied to the region, not in the cis, calculated at this rate : Category Rate Mobile Phone 2.3% Computer peripherals 2.3% Tablets 2.3% Desktop 2.3% Laptop netbooks 2.3% Home Audio Video
Equipment 2.3% External Storage 2.3% Internal Storage 2.3% Internal Storage Storage 2.3% Mobile Phone Accessories 6.9% Accessories for Interior 6.9% Garden delivers 6.9% women's clothing 6.9% Men's clothing 6.9% Children's clothing 6.9% All other categories 5.4% Electronics from special stores 0.975% Special category 0% All virtual products
covered by a special category, travel or coupon or book services are not subject to commission. Such virtual products include, but are not part, of gift cards and coupons. We reserve the right, in our sole and absolute discretion, to determine whether the product is considered a virtual product for the commission calculation. AliExpress has decided to change
the commission rates for orders placed in this list of stores. The commission for such orders is 0.75%. This list includes 70 stores that sell electronic products from brands such as Xiaomi, Huawei, Honor, UMIDIGI, Meizu, OnePlus and Lenovo. AliExpress has the right to edit this list of stores. Please note that some of the products mentioned above are not
affiliated and AliExpress does not pay a commission for such products. Commission rules on orders from CIS countries (Russia, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Moldova, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan): 1. The Commission does not depend on the product category. Commissions are set by AliExpress sellers for each item.
Rates range from 0.4% to 69%. 2. No commission is paid for non-ablus products for orders from CIS countries. Hot Products: The tool already has over 230,000 products, and this number continues to grow. Each product in Hot Products has its own affiliate link, which you have to place in your advertising space. If a user follows a link and buys this particular
product, they will receive a large reward. You can find hot food feed here.  Please note that the attribution rule for hot foods has been changed. You can find a new attribution rule for hot foods here. For more information about The Hot Products tool, see recommendations on how to link to affiliate products: Use the main AliExpress WW affiliate link in your
account. The main affiliate link leads to the AliExpress homepage (best.aliexpress.com), which contains only affiliated products. If you promote certain products, you can check if the products are related to link Checker in your Admit account. You have to create a deep link to the product page you want and insert it into Link Checker. If the product is not
connected, you will see a warning. You can also use our API to test your product's affiliation. This check consists of two steps: the user checks a direct link to the product. The affiliate should create an affiliate link from a direct link via Deep Link Builder: Check the affiliate link using the link verification method: . If the link results in an affiliate product, the API
will return the Link response valid. If the link results in a non-duplicate product, the API will return the Attention response! This product is not affiliated with. You can also use links from the source of the product. Product channels only include affiliated products. Note that AliExpress strategies and/or rules have been adjusted for all browser add-ons,
extensions, or other similar forms: A list of prohibited keywords for contextual advertising. Download The Guide - How to Earn with AliExpress Useful Tools Support Bot for Telegram: this is a bot for Telegam that will help you receive and check affiliate links using your phone or other device. Installation extension support: This extension to create and coupons
directly on the advertiser's website. Set general rules Please note the following rules. If you break these rules, you may be blocked from working with the program. Aliexpress Global Affiliate Program Rules All virtual products covered by special categories, travel services and coupons or books for local Russian customers are not affiliated products and are not
paid for. Such virtual products include, but as noted, gift cards and coupons, as well as a refund for gift cards. Partners should not participate in any of the following behaviors: Use any form of resource sharing (for example, use any reward or benefit to encourage visitors to do certain things) for advertising; Require visitors to the Advertising Channel
(regardless of whether such visitors intend to do so) to register, purchase or use any products or services of the Members when visitors click on the ad party; Use programs, scripts, or other ways to directly or indirectly create any abnormal view, click, or request ads; Use any method of bad faith, malicious or inappropriate, including, but not including, but not
several tools, the use of viruses, fictitious web pages, hijacked browsers or URLs, hijacking of the front page of the International AliExpress.com Platform, altering the information or content of registered members of the International platform AliExpress.com or site, the use of malicious overs or unauthorized software or software, the change of source codes or
parameters of the ALIEXPRESS.COM or AliExpress.com For advertising. Use any exaggerated, false or misleading information or content when posting ads or links (for example, use buy one and get it for free to advertise any campaign page AliExpress.com International Platform) on your ad channels to encourage visitors to click on ads; Participation in
any illegal activity; Participation in any activity that causes any harm or liability to AliExpress, its affiliates or the International AliExpress.com; Participation in new or basic ads in any form Participation in search engine optimization (SEO) or search engine marketing (SEM) campaign using any alibaba group brand, including, but not least alibaba.com, Alibaba
Group, Taobao, Tmall, Tmall Global, AliExpress, Alimama, AliCloud, Aliyun, eTao, Juhuasuan, etc.; Participation in dishonest or fraudulent transactions, either on your own or with your partners (including, but not all the time, friends, relatives, colleagues, etc.), on the Platform AliExpress or the site. Examples include, but not too much, that you or your
partners are shopping on the AliExpress International Platform on designated links, so that you or your partner can get commissions through the AliExpress Affiliate Network program; Use any incentive as an advertising bait for any campaign/ad page of the international AliExpress platform. Please note that the cookie has a lifespan of three days. If the
Aliexpress WW partner program detects a violation by the editor when buying AliExpress brand words in any search engine optimization (SEO) or search engine marketing (SEM) (campaigns, that use any brand Alibaba Group: alibaba.com, Alibaba Group, Taobao, Tmall, Tmall Global, AliExpress, Alimama, AliCloud, Aliyun, eTao, Juhuasuan or any similar,
including those written with a mistake), will block you from working with the program and the commission will not be paid. Pop Up, Pop Under, Click Under and other types of aggressive/PPV traffic are prohibited. They can only be used with prelanders where the user must take steps to access the aliexpress.com website. Please note that AliExpress
strategies and/or rules will be adjusted for all add-ons, extensions or other similar browser forms: for all countries (except Russia and CIS countries), from June 8, all add-ons, extensions or other similar browser forms that make changes or interfere with AliExpress Platform web pages or provide instructions to visitors on the AliExpress platform site, which
includes, without limitation, in the form of pop-ups. Only notifications are allowed in the add-on icon (see photo). Please note that filling in cookies is also prohibited. For Russia and CIS countries: From June 8, not all add-ons, extensions or other similar forms of browsers that make changes or interfere with aliExpress Platform web pages or provide
instructions to visitors to the site of the AliExpress platform will be allowed, including, without restrictions, in the form of pop-ups, pushes, notifications. Only notifications are allowed in the add-on icon (see photo). Please note that cookies are also not allowed to be filled. From July 6, all add-ons, add-ons, and browser extensions will be banned, regardless of
where or how such browser extensions are displayed. In accordance with the rules of The Aliexpress Affiliate Program, it is strictly prohibited money on orders by means of refunds or through any fraud. Any publisher who posts such information in their advertising space will be immediately removed from the program, all their actions will be rejected in the
system and they will not have the right to continue working with the campaign. The advertiser can also withdraw the amount of the commission that has already been paid from the publisher's balance sheet. From 2018, orders that have been returned by the user will not be paid for any reason. If the publisher has already withdrawn the commission for this
order, the advertiser reserves the right to deduct this amount from its balance. If the returned order has not yet been approved, the order will be rejected and the reason for the return will be specified in the comment. Please note that the advertiser has the right to deduct the commission paid for fraudulent orders, including orders that were previously
approved; this is called the anti-spam deduction in the balance history of your account. If the infringement order has not yet been approved, the order will be rejected and the type of violation will be specified in the commentary. Types of violations: tráfico_anormal, orden_anormal (includes risks of malicious refund, coupon fraud, stolen card), PPC_violation,
SID_black_list, risk (fraudulent order, this status adds all of the above types of violations). Please note that it is strictly forbidden to promote hidden Aliexpress products. If such orders are promoted, you may be blocked from Ailexpress shares without paying a commission. Please note that Aliexpress does not work with lost orders. The maximum fee for the
order paid is $38. Since the Aliexpress Affiliate Program offers the best terms of cooperation, all you have to do is follow the rules carefully and ensure quality traffic. The traffic you provide will be measured based on conversion rate and sales volumes, as well as the number of new customers generated by your traffic source. From January 18, 2019, if
product references are invalid references to the product and/or are offered by vendors that do not be included in the Aliexpress affiliate program, Aliexpress can redirect the user who clicks on the invalid product link to the product on the basis of similarities between the products. Traffic Critical: 1) CR should be 0.3% if there are more than 5,000 clicks per day;
2) The minimum number of shares should be 0 if there are more than 1000 clicks per day. Please note that publishers should not use links to AliExpress mobile apps to create deep partnerships. We cannot guarantee a proper follow-up In this case. You can find commission rates for dropshippers here. The latest changes have been recorded 03.09.2020
Types of traffic Social Media advertising Allowed advertising in social media apps? Is it allowed to target ads on social networks? Is group advertising allowed on social media? Is it allowed to form groups on behalf of Anuncinate? Is Facebook advertising banned? Is VK advertising allowed? Is advertising allowed in Classmates (ok.ru)? Allowed other
Cashback Allowed PopUp/ClickUnder Prohibited ContextUal Advertising under the Doorway Agreement by Email Sending Agreement under the Brand Trade Agreement Prohibited Traffic Incentive Prohibited Tool Panel Prohibited Adult Traffic Ban Teaser Networks Under the YouTube Channel Agreement Allowed recent changes were recorded 08.07.2020
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